About NeuronEX
NeuronEX is a financial system project by NEURONholding, a company incorporated in
Estonia, having its registered office at H
 arju maakond, Tallinn, Nõmme linnaosa, Kalda tn 9a,
11625, Estonia. Its mission is to combine the advanced blockchain technologies and the cryptoworld
technologies for application in the real sector of economy and d
 ay-to-day life. Creation of a
user-friendly, secure, unobtrusive and profitable financial system managed by owners in the interests
of customers andtheir own interests.
Imagine a financial system that integrates virtual and real worlds. A system that has
accumulated cutting-edge management and security technologies and solutions. A system with the
lowest cost of transactions and lightning-fast transfers worldwide, a system capable of interacting with
and storing files of transactions and smart contracts from any blockchains. A financial system
owned and created by people. We are glad to present to you the NeuronEX platform.
NeuronEX Financial System using a proprietary blockchain with a hybrid consensus
mechanism (DPOI and TaPOS) is a brand new, innovative advance in the financial world that
guarantees trust, security, speed and accessibility both to businesses and customers. All
financially significant actions within NeuronEX will be based on blockchain smart contracts of
a new generation and constitute an integral and indispensable part of transactions to be undertaken.
As NeuronEx customers you can forget about closed doors of banks and huge transfer
fees, high costs of services, long waiting lines and lengthy transactions. We set our minds on this
project because we had also travelled this way as final users and people with over 20 years
of experience in banking operations. This is precisely why the NeuronEX team is an alliance of top
experts in banking technologies and applied sciences, Ph. D. in mathematics and leading
IT engineers with an extensive record of managing real business and projects and,
importantly, connections in financial and IT industries.
The first and primary objective of NeuronEX is drawing together the “virtual” cryptocurrency
world and that of the real economy, and adding a new dimension to the use of cryptocurrencies that
blurs out differences between crypto and fiat currencies.
The second, equally important objective is creating a new and secure environment that is
independent from regulators and user-friendly both for financial entities, payment systems, banks,
agents, and ordinary people. A transparent and accessible service for banking operations, a financial
world free from b
 ureaucracy
, fraud and deception.
The priority task of NEURONholding is caring about the wellbeing of its customers through
development and continuous improvement of NeuronEX. The social facet of its activities is
financing R&D in d
 iscrete mathematics, cryptographyand quantum technologies.
NeuronEX is a new generation financial system. Join us in the financial technologies of the
future NOW!

